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Lemon balm (Melissa officinalis) and
Valerian (Valeriana officinalis) have both
been used traditionally for the treatment
of mild insomnia and anxiety. Valerian
root has been investigated mainly as a
sedative agent for insomnia, with most
trials reporting positive outcomes(1,2).
Extracts of Lemon balm leaf have also
been reported to increase self-ratings of
calmness in healthy young volunteers(3,4).   

Researchers at the Human Cognitive
Neuroscience Unit in Newcastle upon
Tyne in the UK, have now evaluated the
effects of a fixed combination of both
these herbs in the treatment of laboratory-
induced stress(5). A tablet containing the
equivalent of 540mg dried Valerian root
and 400mg Lemon balm leaf was given in
different doses to a group of 24 young
adult volunteers, prior to them undergoing
a test to measure the response to stress.
This test system, the Defined Intensity
Stressor Simulation (DISS) computerised
battery, involved the need for participants
to attend to a series of challenging
concurrent computer-generated tasks,
such as mathematical processing and
memory tests, and has previously been
shown to increase self-ratings of negative
mood, arousal and stress-related
physiological responses(6,7). Performance
was evaluated with or without the herbal
treatment, and testing occurred at one,
three and six hours following herbal or
placebo administration. A crossover
design was used, in which all participants
received each of three different doses on
different test days, each separated by a
seven day washout period.

Completion of the twenty minute DISS in
the absence of treatment lead to a
significant reduction in ‘calmness’ and
increased anxiety. Administration of the
lowest dose (600mg of extract or three
tablets, containing the equivalent of
1620mg actual dried herb combination) led
to decreased task-related anxiety at all
time points commencing one hour post-
dose. The highest dose used however,
(1800mg of extract or nine tablets),
resulted in a small increase in anxiety
across all three post-dose sessions,
although only reached statistical

significance at a single time point. A mild
reduction in task performance occurred at
certain time points with the low and
medium dose, but not the highest dose.
This is consistent with the actions of a
mild anxiolytic or sedative, and is likely to
be attributable to the Valerian component
of this preparation, as previous studies
involving the same extract of Lemon balm
alone have found it to either improve or
have no effect on intentional accuracy(3,4).

This study provides evidence for anxiolytic
effects for a combination of Valerian and
Lemon balm during the face of a
laboratory stressor, and is consistent with
similar findings reported for both Valerian(8)

and Lemon balm(7).
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